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Abstract
This study was carried out to develop a valid and reliable reasoning-based
multiple-choice test on thermochemistry topic. Development and validation
method was applied. This study involved 161 science students as the participants.
The results showed that the test developing content validity index (CVI) has a
value of 0.949 and reliability with Cronbach Alpha value of 0.955, difficulty
index in the medium level and discrimination index in the high level. The results
of this research clearly show that 28 items of reasoning-based multiple-choice
test developed in this research meet the criteria as a valid test to measure students’
reasoning that can be used as school summative and final tests. The data obtained
through the interview provide reinforcement that the developed test instrument is
feasible to use in both summative chemistry tests and school final examinations.
Keywords: Chemistry, Development, Reasoning-based multiple-choice test,
Validation

1. Introduction
Logical reasoning skills are essential for student mastery in many concepts where
more complex problem solving strategies are required to succeed in science [1, 2].
The logical reasoning has significant impact on their students’ improvement in
skills associated with socio-scientific reasoning and scientific creativity [1].
Improvements in the structure and complexity of students' arguments, the degree
of rational informal reasoning, and students' conceptual understanding of science
can occur [2-5].
Assessment of learning outcomes is used to monitor student learning
development and outcomes, as well as to diagnose student needs for some ongoing
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learning improvement [6, 7]. Assessment is a process of collecting, analyzing, and
making conclusion about the obtained information in order to make a decision. One
of the assessments which is annually administered nationally by the government of
Indonesia is national exit examination. The purpose of national exit examination is
to measure the student learning achievements and outcomes, by requiring students
to pass the exams. For the international scale, Indonesia has joined in TIMSS
(Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study). The framework consists
of three cognitive domains, which are used as the criteria of measurement,
including knowing, applying, and reasoning [8]. Assessment is also carried out in
the area of practical sciences, which are related to the school activities in order to
do a research study on a particular problem or issue. All the domains stated
previously include some cognitive levels, starting from the low to the moderate
level of domain (C1, C2, and C3) and continued from the moderate to the upper
level of cognition (C4, C5, C6). Used in the practice of multiple choice test
development, which requires reasoning skills; the student understanding can be
measured in depth.
All this time, the practice of assessments in schools, including the national exit
examinations, is commonly in the form of multiple choice test and paper and pencil
test. This method is considered as the form of multiple choice test which is mostly
applied in the process of assessment [9]. Multiple choice test is considered as a
form of assessment method which has high objectivity level, helps students to
answer the tests, is more effective and efficient in the process of assessment,
promotes some ease in rating or scoring the student test results based on a certain
rubrics, and provides more complete and detailed results which can be calculated
by using statistical calculation [10, 11]. Because of the benefits, multiple choice
test is considered as the form of assessment which is mostly applied when assessing
a large number of participants or test takers [7]. However, multiple choice test also
has some limitations, which are: there are possibilities that students choose the
correct answers only by guessing, not by thinking; it is rather difficult to design and
develop the test; and the student understanding cannot be measured in depth if the
multiple-choice test is not designed well; as the result, the test is not authentic [9,
12]. However, the limitations of multiple choice test can be solved by doing some
modification on the structure of distractors based on the data on misconceptions
obtained from students [12].
One of the topics on chemistry subject, which is taught in senior high schools,
is thermochemistry. Thermochemistry has some characteristics, including
understanding the concepts, especially on the subject of system and environment,
and types of enthalpy changes [13, 14]. Besides that, the main subject of
thermochemistry is one of the chemistry subjects which includes the process of
calculation and requires good understanding on concepts [15]. A number of
researchers found that some factors can make students obtain low achievements on
the subject [16]. Thus, the strategies to improve students’ comprehension are
required [17, 18]. One of the factors for the unsuccessful teaching and learning is
student low ability in connecting the concepts. As the result, the thermochemistry
concepts become more abstract and cause some misconceptions.
The paradigm shifting on assessments, from low order thinking skill assessment
to high order thinking skill assessment occurs based on the Indonesian Government
Program in the Ministry of Education and Culture Affair. It is stated that there is a
need for the development of test instruments, which can measure high order
thinking skills. Many studies have been conducted related to the development of
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essay high order thinking skill test. However, there has not been development of
reasoning-based multiple choice test [19, 20].
Based on some literature studies done by the researchers, it is found that the
study on the development of reasoning based-multiple choice test on chemistry
subject has not been conducted before. Therefore, in this paper, we intend to do a
research study on the development and validation of reasoning-based multiple
choice test to measure student understanding on thermochemistry material.

2. Experimental Method
This research applies the Development and Validation method. The development
and validation method consists of four phases: (1) Defining the purpose of the test,
including the theoretical foundation which underpins the development of the test
and introduction; (2) The development and evaluation of test specification; (3) Try
out and validation; (4) Test evaluation on the applied procedures [21]. The
researcher obtained some ideas about the development of reasoning–based
multiple-choice test, which refers to the characteristics of the test development
based on TIMSS Framework 2015. The test was developed based on reasoning
which includes three types of reasoning namely deductive, inductive, and abductive
reasoning [22]. The three types of reasoning are covered and represented in the test
items and require students to involve themselves in the process of analyzing data
and information, drawing a conclusion, broadening understanding in a new
situation, developing hypothesis, and planning a scientific investigation. All of
these are covered in each test item, in which the development stages were included
in the test guidance.
The development method is used to produce reasoning-based multiple choice
test on thermochemistry subject. After that, the developed reasoning-based multiple
choice test is tested to get the level of validity and reliability [5, 6]. The research
procedure can be seen in Fig. 1.
This study involved 161 senior high school students (11th graders of science
program) and three senior high school chemistry teachers (teaching the 11 graders
of science program) in one senior high school in Lembang, Bandung, Indonesia in
the academic year 2016/2017. Generally, there were two phases in conducting the
research of test development and validation. The development phase was started
from conducting a pilot study by reviewing some related articles and previous
studies. The researchers did some studies on a number of references and related
journals, with both national and international scales to obtain some ideas about the
development of reasoning –based multiple choice tests, which refers to the
characteristics of the test development based on TIMSS Framework 2015. The next
step was designing and creating the blueprint of the reasoning-based multiple
choice test on thermochemistry, and then developing the reasoning-based multiple
choice test items.
The second phase was validation. The process of content validation was carried
out based on some professional considerations by a group of experts to define the
content validation of each test item, either from the material aspect and test
construction, or from the readability of the language used. The next step was
analyzing the results of the validation which is then calculated by using CVR
(Content Validity Ratio). Lastly, the trial of the test was conducted to get the data
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whether or not the reasoning-based multiple choice test developed by the researcher
is reliable and applicable.

Preliminary study
development of
reasoning-based
test

Designing
reasoning-based
test

Expert validation,
try out

Standardized
reasoning-based
test

Evaluation, revision,
analysis,
compilation

Fig. 1. Flowchart of experimental method.
In this study, the researchers used three kinds of research instrument, which are
used to collect data, including content validity sheet which is filled by experts,
questionnaires which are used to get the data on students’ response about the
reasoning-based multiple choice test, and interview guidance used to interview the
teachers and three of the students.
In addition, to understand the teacher's response to the developed and solved
problems, five indicators were used. (1) Teacher’s response to the deepest content
in the questions; (2) Teacher’s response to the application of assessment; (3)
teacher's response to the implementation of the assessment; (4) teacher’s response
to the availability of implementation of testing time; and (5) suggestions for the
improvement of questions in the test. Among the indicators, we concerned only on
the indicator 1 and 3, whereas indicator 2, 4, and 5 were neglected.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Content validity
As soon as the development process of the reasoning-based multiple choice test
was finished, some experts tested check the content validity of each test item. Seven
experts were involved, including experts of education evaluation, 2 experts of
chemistry subjects, and 3 chemistry teachers. The results of the validation test were
analyzed by using CVR (Content Validity Ratio). The obtained CVR values are then
compared with the critical CVR values (CVRcritical) [4]. The critical CVR value
(CVRcritical) from 7 responded is 0.622. Based on the critical CVR value (0.622.), it
can be concluded that the test items are valid because the CVR value is greater than
0,622. The results of the CVR value analysis are presented in the following Fig. 2.
From the results of the CVR analysis in Fig. 2, it can be seen that all the test
items have CVR values greater than the critical CVR value (CVRcritical); so, it can
be concluded that all the test items are valid. Besides testing the relevance between
the test items and the indicators, the experts also provide some ideas and advice as
consideration for revising the test in order to make the test better.
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Fig. 2. Level of content validity of each test item based on judgment.
As show in Fig. 1, it can be seen 6 validators who are also legal experts agree with
the suitability between the indicators with the item and there is 1 expert validator
disagrees with test items number 14, 15, 21, 23 and 28. Thus, in accordance with the
critical value that is equal to 0.622, the CVR is still somewhat higher than the critical
value; of course all the items apply. Based on the CVR results, CVI was calculated
to determine the validity of the contents of the problem as a whole. CVI is the average
CVR for each item. The value of CVI divided is 0.949; thus the overall question
developed meets the criteria of content validity [4].
In addition to validating the conformity with the indicators, expert validators
also provide ideas and suggestions as input for refinement of criminal law-based
matters. The input items are the bases for the researchers to make corrections/
revisions to validate items based on the CVR analysis results. Test legibility is done
on six students to see aspects of language used in the text matter. From the results
of this legibility test, it can be concluded whether the use of language is good or
not, because this will affect students to the problems asked in the matter. The
sentence-based remedies developed in this phase are based on suggestions and
inputs from expert validators and from the legality test results. The following are
suggested items for selection and improvement based on measured indicators.
In indicator 1.1, for example, the reasoning skill contained in the questions that
measure the achievement of this indicator is the analysis. The features in question
indicator that is developed based on indicator 1.1 is a student instruction to analyze
and use the information provided to be able to answer questions. A problem
developed to measure the achievement of indicator 1.1 is a matter of numbers 1 and
2. From the CVR analysis results, it is shown that this problem has met the valid
criteria, the expert validator will provide suggestions for improvement of the
indicator to be more clear and directed [4]. The problem indicators are "Identify
problems and use relevant information from the analysis results on charts or
diagrams to explain exothermic and endothermic reactions" and be changed to
"Identify relevant problems and information from charts or diagrams to explain
exothermic reaction conditions and endotherms" In addition, expert validators also
provide suggestions for improvements to the editorial question in the matter. Figure
3 is a matter of prior repair. Figure 4 is a matter of after improvement.
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The main sentence in Fig. 3 still has problems, the expert validator advises
against using question marks but questions that complete the entice. Then, for
question number 2 in Fig. 4, there is no correction.

Fig. 3. Example of test items developed prior to revision.

Fig. 4. Example of test items developed after revision.

3.2. Validity of the reasoning-based multiple choice test items
To get the data of the level of validity of each test item, we conducted a trial test.
The analysis of the validity was done based on the results of the trial test given to
161 11th grade science students, in the senior high school. The data were then
analyzed using SPSS 23 (See Fig. 5):
Based on Fig. 5, it can be seen that 20 test items contain high validity and 8 items
have moderate validity. The criteria of the validity are applied based on the validity
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category of test item proposed [23]. 28.57% of the test items have moderate validity,
while 71.43% of the test items have high validity [11] (See Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. Level of empirical validity of each test item based on field test.

Fig. 6. Distribution of level of validity of the developed test items.

3.3. Reliability of the reasoning-based multiple choice test
Reliability of the test items was obtained through an analysis using SPSS 23. The
analysis was carried out based on the data obtained through the trial test in the
school. The level of the reliability, either high or low, is defined by the obtained
Alpha Cronbach’s value. Based on the result of analysis on 39 test items, which are
administered to 161 students as the respondents, it is obtained that the Alpha
Cronbach’s value is 0.902.
When the Alpha Cronbach’s value gets close to 1, it can be said that the test item
has a good reliability. Based on the classification of reliability designed by George
and Mallery [24], which categorizes the alpha Cronbach’s value > 0.90 into the
category of high reliability [23, 24], the data show that the reasoning-based multiple
choice test, developed by the researcher, has a good or high reliability.

3.4. Level of difficulty
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Level of difficulty of a test item is related to the chances in which students’ answers
on the questions, whether their answers are correct or incorrect. In this research,
the analysis on the level of difficulty of the test items was done by using SPSS 23.
When the level of difficulty value of the test item is obtained, the value is then
matched with the classification of level of difficulty of test item based on the
classification proposed [9]. Figure 7 shows the level of difficulty of the test items
based on the analysis using SPSS.
There are 4 test items, which belong to difficult category (the level of difficulty
value is between 0.11 and 0.30), and 23 items belong to moderate level of difficulty
category (the level of difficulty value is between 0.31 and 0.70) [24]. And, the rest
of one item belongs to easy category (the level of difficulty value is between 0.71
and 1).

Fig. 7. Level of difficulty of each of the developed test items.

3.5. Discrimination index
Analysis of the discrimination index was done to know how the test items can
distinguish between the students who master the materials and who do not. The
analysis of the discrimination index was carried out using simple analysis in Excel
2013. Figure 8 describes the analysis result on the discrimination index of each test
item, which is developed in the present study.
The result of the analysis is then categorized based on the classification of
discrimination index proposed [9]. There is 1 test item which belongs to the
category of test items with very good discrimination index or the test items with
the discrimination index ranges from 0.71 – 1, while 27 test items belong to the
category which has good discrimination index or the value of discrimination index
ranges from 0.41 – 0.70 [11].
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Fig. 8. Level of discrimination index of the developed test items.

3.6. Interview with teachers and students
To collect the data about the teachers’ and students’ responses to the reasoningbased multiple choice test developed by the researchers, interviews were carried
out. This interview is important to get precise qualitative analysis for supporting
the present study [3]. Three chemistry teachers and three 11th grade science students
have been interviewed. Some of the results are explained based on indicator 1 and
3, whereas indicator 2, 4, and 5 were neglected. Detailed information about
indicator 1 and 3 are as follows:
 Indicator 1 (Understanding the characteristics of reasoning-based multiple
choice test which is developed, reviewed from the aspects of knowledge which
is measured and the readability of the test items).
This question requires the teachers and students to give responses to the test items
reviewed from the level of difficulty or the knowledge which is being measured and the
readability of the test items. In details, the teachers ’responses about the characteristics
of reasoning-based multiple choice test are described as follows:
Teacher 1:

“Viewed from the knowledge aspect which is being measured,
reasoning skills are needed to answer these test items. From the
readability aspect of the test items, the sentences used in each test item
is adequately good, there is a key word for each problem being asked,
so students can more easily understand the meaning of the questions.

Teacher 2:

“The test items require students to think with reasoning skills
because the problems being asked lead the students to use their
understanding and logic. In term of the readability of the test items,
overall the sentences and words used in the test items are good;
however, there are some terms which are unfamiliar for students,
such as control variable, independent variable, and dependent
variable. Therefore, it is necessary to give some explanation about
the unfamiliar terms before asking the students to do the test.

Teacher 3:

“To do this test, higher knowledge is required because the test items can
be answered by using higher order thinking skill. In term of the
readability of the sentences used, it can be categorized as good and
clear.
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The questions asked to the students are: “Did you find difficult to answer the
questions in the test? If yes, what factors that make it difficult for you to answer the
questions? The students’ responses about the characteristics of reasoning-based
multiple choice test is described as follows:
Student 1:

“Yes, I feel rather difficult to answer the questions because I am
not used to answering questions which require reasoning skills.

Student 2:

“Yes, such these questions are rarely exemplified in the learning
process and exercises in school.

Student 3:

“Yes, because I must have more understanding on the materials in
order to be able to answer the questions; while in the learning
process, such these reasoning questions are never exemplified.

 Indicator 3 (the application of reasoning-based multiple choice test in
summative test and national examination).
The question for this indicator requires the teachers and students to give their
responses to whether or not the reasoning-based multiple choice test can be used in
summative tests or national examinations. The teachers’ responses to the
application of the reasoning-based multiple choice test in summative tests and
national examinations are explained as follows:
Teacher 1:

“By considering the facilities available in the school, It can be
implemented for summative test, so there will be an a
conformation”. However, I somewhat disagree if the reasoningbased multiple choice test is included in the national examination.
It is because not all schools have adequate facilities, especially
laboratory, tools and chemical materials. So, it is necessary to
improve the standard before applying this kind of test in the
national examination.

Teacher 2:

“Very good. So, the measurement of how far the students
understand the lessons during the learning process can be
observed. However, I somewhat disagree if this test is applied for
the national examination; because students must learn through the
same process which are asked in the test. While in some schools in
rural areas, for examples, it is not possible to do that. As the result,
there will be a mismatch between the learning materials if such
test is applied for the national examination”.

Teacher 3:

“Agree, but it is necessary to make some compliance with the
problems involved in the test items. And it can be applied in the
national examination, but some adaptation and conformation need
to be done in the teaching and learning process; so the problems
discussed in the test items can be understood by students”.

The same question is asked to the students. The question requires the students
to give their responses about whether or not such this test can be applied in the
summative tests and national examinations. The three students responded
positively. The students’ responses are described as follows:
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Student 1:

“Agree, because if it is used in the summative test, students can
understand the material better and it will be something new and
interesting if it is used in the national examination”.

Student 2:

“Good because it can be a learning experience for me and it can
motivate me to learn more.

Student 3:

“The questions are good; they can measure my understanding.
And then, I agree if it is used for national examination. I agree. So,
I must learn more diligently”.

Based on the results of the interviews with the teachers and the students, there
are various types of information about the importance of developing reasoningbased tests and their roles in each moment of assessment. As shown in the results
of the interview above, indicator 1 is related to the level of knowledge measured
and test item readability. Teachers and students argued that the developed test items
required their reasoning in answering those items. This becomes a stimulus for
teachers in packaging the learning requires students to think [8, 25]. Students
should be accustomed to reasoning in learning in order that they will not have
difficulty and they will be able to answer such questions [1]. Similarly, in indicator
3, teachers and students argued that learning has made students accustomed to
reasoning, such tests are very good to be used in school summative and final tests.
This can be possible if learning activities are simultaneous with their assessments.
4. Conclusion
Based on the findings and discussion, this research came into the following
conclusions: 1) All the test items in the reasoning-based multiple choice test
developed by the researcher are valid; 2) Based on the criteria of reliability, the
reliability of the test can be accepted; 3) The test developed fulfills the criteria of
appropriateness, reviewed from the availability of time to do the test. Moreover,
there are positive responses from the research respondents if the developed test is
applied in chemistry summative test. The process of developing this test can
become a model for researchers and practitioners in developing various reasoningbased tests. This test can be used as a model and inspiration in designing tests and
learning based on reasoning as a model of knowledge required in various fields in
life. From the interview, students and teachers agreed that the reasoning-based test
items can be used as the reference in giving some examples in the learning process.
As the result, students will be familiar and trained in doing tests which require high
order thinking skills.
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